IF K is an oriented knot in S 3 , the reverse of K, K*, is the knot K with its orientation reversed. (This has traditionally been called the inverse of K. We call it the reverse to distinguish it from the inverse to K in the knot concordance group, denoted by -K and represented by the mirror image of K with orientation reversed.) Fox [3] asked for an example of a knot which is not isotopic to its reverse. Trotter provided the first examples in [8]. In this paper we will give examples of knots which are not concordant to their reverses.
Statement of results
Consider the knot / illustrated in Figure 1 . It is constructed as the boundary of a surface F built by adding two untwisted bands to a disk as indicated. One of the bands is tied in a knot L lt the other in a knot L^. The main result of this paper, the proof of which is contained in sections 2 and 3, is the following. to /*. The isotopy consists of a 180 degree rotation about a vertical axis in the plane of the picture, followed by appropriate twists in each band.
The proof of this theorem consists of showing that if the knot / # -/ * is slice then one of these three conditions is satisfied. Figure 2 illustrates J#-J* along with a basis {a, b, c, d) for H t (F), where F is the evident Seifert surface.
We will now summarize the main result of [4] . Let K be a knot with Siefert surface F. If V is a Seifert matrix for F then V determines a pairing 6: H , ( F ) x H , ( F )^ Z and a symmetric bilinear form on Hj(F), /3, given by V + V . Define e: H,(F)-> H'(F) by e(x)(y) = /3(x, y) and let A = kernel (e ® id (QIZ) In section 2 of this paper we will find all summands H satisfying conditions 1 and 2 of the above proposition for the knot / # -/ * . In section 3 the value of T(J#-J*, X) W U ' be computed for the appropriate X- for any i and /, with S u being 1 or 0 depending on whether or not i equals /. Applying this calculation immediately gives the following. LEMMA 
The 2 dimensional subspaces of C 4 which are invariant under T and on which (i vanishes are: A) (v lt v^, B) (w lt w^, C) (v 2 , w j , D) (^1,^2), and E) {v i + tv 2 ,w 1 + (l/t)w 2 }, where t is any nonzero complex number.
In each of these cases we must now determine all 2 dimensional rational subspaces, and then generators of the associated Z summand of 
Calculation of T ( / # -J * , X )
In order to apply the proposition stated in Section 1 we must identify A'. It is a straightforward calculation to show that A' is generated by {t^® (1/3), u 2 <S>(l/3), W!(S»(l/3), w 2 <g>(l/3)}. Using Lemma 3 there are the following subgroups of H^fO^Q/Z to consider:
Notice that in the last case if either p or q is divisible by 3 (one of the two is not divisible by 3 as p and q are relatively prime) G Rp q is equal to one of the other four subgroups. From now on we will assume that both p and q are relatively prime to 3.
In Using the facts that a am (K) = a ai3 ){K) for any knot K, and a iim (-K) = -a u/3 )(X), we finally achieve the result stated in Theorem 1.
The simplest example of a knot which is not concordant to its reverse at Indiana University Library on July 1, 2010 which this theorem gives is the knot which is formed when L l is a right handed trefoil knot and L^ is a left handed trefoil knot.
